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考试口语特训(3) 1. Color The reasons you chose the color: -

happy color - looks good on me - goes with all my outfits In my

closet I have clothes of many colors but my favorite color is pink.

Pink strikes me as such a happy color. For this reason I feel that I

always look good and I feel good when I wear pink. When it is rainy

in the winter, I like to wear my pink silk and wool sweater. It makes

me feel so warm inside. Pink appears in separate pieces of clothing as

well as in some of my accessories such as scarves, hairpins and belts.

Gradually I have added pieces to my collection of clothes but they all

go together with each other and with the color pink. My wardrobe is

coordinated around a color that both flatters me and makes me feel

good. 2. Ingredient The ingredient: ground meat The reasons you

chose the ingredient - cheap and easy to buy - suit a lot of recipes -

stores well The most useful ingredient in my fridge for cooking at

home is ground meat because it is inexpensive and suitable for many

recipes. It used to be called hamburger meat and was usually beef.

Now, it is sold all over as ground turkey, veal, chicken or pork as well

as beef. I use it to make my favorite, meatball. Sometimes I use

ground meat to make a meat sauce for pasta and then there are meals

when I stir fry it into vegetables and put it all on a bed of rice. I even

use it in soups. It can be fried, grilled and baked in hundreds of

different recipes. Meatloaf is just one of the dishes I can prepare



ahead of time with ground meat to have ready for company or when

I am busy. Ground meat is the most useful ingredient because it

doesn’t cost a lot and cook easily for freshly made meals or to store

in freezer for later use. 3. Hobby The hobby: model airplane building

The reasons you chose the hobby: - like to work alone and figure out

the parts - learn about engineering - touch adventure and history I

like building model airplanes as my hobby because it gives me a

change of pace from my busy schedule. I have been building model

airplanes since I was 10, when my father gave me one as my birthday

present. It takes time and concentration to match and glue the small

parts and although some people don’t have the patience to do this,

I find it very relaxing. Each model teaches me about design and

engineering. Sometimes I go to a club where there are others who

share my interests. This hobby lets me touch a bit of history and I can

imagine the adventure of the original flyers. 相关推荐： #0000ff>新
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